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Committed to fresh food, Guangzhou Qdama Agricultural Products (Qdama) is a 

community-based fresh food brand and wholesale retailer of meat, vegetables, cooked food, 

aquatic products, and fruits. With a company mantra that translates to “We do not sell day-

old meat,” its franchisees are required to clear their inventory of fresh food every day.

Wanting to transform its end-to-end supply chain to support its business expansion, 

Qdama knew its legacy system was hamstrung with siloed data and not up to the task. 

The company needed to build an efficient multimodel supply chain and standardize its 

business processes to gain operational efficiencies. Qdama was also looking to access data 

insights across its operations, boost supply chain visibility, and enable a zero-inventory model 

across its entire supply chain. To achieve these objectives, the company decided to invest 

in intelligent business technologies.

Qdama: Reinventing the Fresh Food 

Supply Chain from Farm to Table 

with Zero Inventory



Before: Challenges and Opportunities

• Enable end-to-end fresh food supply chain capabilities to deliver on farm-to-table ethos

• Replace legacy systems and eliminate data silos to support rapid business growth

• Establish an efficient way to replicate business capabilities to enable rapid category expansion from 

selling fresh meat to selling fruits, vegetables, and cooked food

Why SAP

• Ability to orchestrate comprehensive supply chain processes from farm to table using one unified solution

• Ease of integration with SAP S/4HANA® and the SAP® Customer Activity Repository application, 

creating a common data foundation for its business applications

• Business suite that supports rapid business expansion while increasing visibility into business 

operations and enabling advanced management and reporting capabilities

After: Value-Driven Results

• Created standardized, simplified, and intelligent business operations

• Established a platform to support rapid business expansion in a controlled way

• Supported its initial public offering with stringent financial compliance and reporting, and enabled 

preparations for future capital operations, as well as for mergers and acquisitions

• Optimized business operation, management, and rapid switchover for multiple regions, categories, 

legal entities, and channels – supporting business expansion

• Built a future-ready platform able to support the running of a billion-dollar enterprise with 10,000 stores

Connecting the Entire Supply Chain with SAP S/4HANA® and 

SAP® Customer Activity Repository

“With SAP S/4HANA as our technology foundation, 

we have reimagined the fresh food supply chain, 

speeding the entire process of purchasing, packaging, 

picking, and delivery to just 12 hours.”

Zhou Lin, GM of Technology and Development Center , Guangzhou 

Qdama Agricultural Products (Qdama)

Guangzhou Qdama 

Agricultural Products

Guangzhou, China

www.qdama.cn

(Chinese)

Industry

Retail

Employees

1,700

Revenue

Y7 billion

US$1.02 billion)

Products and Services

Fresh meat, vegetables, 

cooked food, aquatic 

products, and fruits

Featured Solutions

SAP S/4HANA and SAP Customer 

Activity Repository

Enabled
Three closed management 

loops for procurement, 

supply chain, and operations

95%
Of financial documents now 

generated automatically, 

greatly improving financial 

efficiency
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http://www.qdama.cn/index.html#/


Creating a self-operated warehousing and distribution system, Guangzhou Qdama 

Agricultural Products (Qdama) has disrupted the traditional model of circulating and selling 

agricultural products. In doing so, it has fast-tracked the whole farm-to-table process, including 

purchasing, packaging, picking, and delivering products to a store – all within 12 hours. 

In bringing its vision to life, Qdama leveraged SAP S/4HANA®, enabling standardized, 

simplified, and intelligent business operations, building a group governance and shared 

services system. With this business suite, the firm has improved its management capability, 

establishing three closed loops for procurement, supply chain, and operations, which is 

reducing waste and better supporting its membership community. 

In addition, the SAP® Customer Activity Repository application is helping Qdama increase 

the accuracy of sales forecasting, replenishment, and the allocation process. The business 

is now supporting a multimodel supply chain and enabling multimodel operational innovation. 

Speeding the fresh food supply chain, Qdama now has the business technology in place to 

build its brand on the freshness of food supplies.

Establishing Smart Supply Chain Systems to 

Deliver the Freshest Fresh Foods

Increase in the 

efficiency of the end-to-

end supply chain and 

daily financial closings

Of a self-operated 

warehousing and 

distribution system

Creation

“While the retail industry has faced challenges 

during the pandemic, supported by our investment 

in SAP S/4HANA, our fresh food business has 

grown against the trend, with our Wuhan, China, 

store increasing sales by 40%.”

Zhou Lin, GM of Technology and Development Center , 

Guangzhou Qdama Agricultural Products (Qdama)

25%



Figure: Transparent, Integrated Procurement and Business Operations
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Speeding the Fresh Food Supply Chain with 

Simplified and Intelligent Business Operations
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